Insitu’s Media Management Suite (MMS) of processing software gives you the most from your still and motion imagery, delivering actionable intelligence for today’s warfighter. Capabilities include: rapid video review; visual enhancements; event logging; and standard-compliant, bandwidth-flexible media distribution.
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# KEY BENEFITS & FEATURES

**TacitView™**

**Motion imagery media exploitation**

Maximizes an analyst’s productivity, providing powerful full motion video editing, enhancement, exploitation and reporting tools. Find, scrub, view, improve, tag, edit, annotate and publish motion imagery, metadata and other data sources across the enterprise during all phases of exploitation.

**Catalina™**

**Motion imagery media engine**

Powers your metadata-rich media processing, storage, exploitation and dissemination operations. Integrates seamlessly with other MMS software and can be used on its own or in conjunction with other media processing, storage and exploitation systems.

**ASSEMBLE**

*for maximum efficiency*

Collect, synchronize, and archive standards compliant data sets for mission workflow

**PROCESS**

*manually or automatically*

Enhance imagery and/or metadata for better accuracy/interpretation and workflows

**ASSESS**

*for quick decision making*

Improved comprehension of live and archived synchronized data to correlate observed activities

**DELIVER**

*in common formats to all user levels*

Mission tailored, reliable, derived information using open standards for maximum interoperability

---

**1.3 MILLION FLIGHT HOURS**

**50 GLOBAL SITES OF OPERATION**

**MODULAR FAMILY OF SYSTEMS**

**SERVICES, ACQUISITION AND FMS**
Mission coordination and media mastery for optimal decision support

Media Management Suite

MMS enables every operational layer, ensuring DoD/STANAG-compliant media provides high-levels of utility to end-users.

VISUALIZATION LAYER
TacitView™

DATA/SERVICES LAYER
Catalina™ Media Server

STREAMING DATA FEEDS
(Video, chat, etc)

MMS LICENSED FEATURE OPTIONS

- Baseline
- Annotation
- Catalina Connector
- Customer Plug-ins
- GEOINT Viewer
- Product Creation
- Still Image Georectification
- Still Image Mosaicking
- Visual Enhancements
- Local On-Screen Metadata Editor
- Local Archive
- HEVC Codec
- Lightspeed

TacitView™

Catalina™

- Baseline
- Video Transcoding
- Metadata Transcoding
- Metadata Guard
- Catalog and Archive
- Federation
- Geospatial Data Export
- Visual Enhancements
- On-Screen Metadata Inpainting
- On-Screen Metadata Redacting
- On-Screen OCR
- On-Screen Metadata Burn-In
- Annotation
- DCGS Integration Backbone Connector (ITAR)
- Di2E Search (ITAR)
- Fire Scout Transcoder (ITAR)
- Reticle RT
- Reticle TGT
- Video Mosaicking
- 3D Reconstruction
- Still Image Mosaicking
- HEVC Codec

MMS BUNDLES

Operator / Mission Coordinator
- 3D geospatial viewer
- Store, search, retrieve, review
- Improve video
- Improve accuracy
- Annotate/burn in tags
- Rapidly create products/reports
- H.265 viewing
- Single user

Mission Intelligence Coordinator Upgrade
- Still Image and Video Mosaicking
- 3D Modeling
- H.265 feed encode, decode, transcode
- Additional user
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